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Classes IX & X: A Crucial Phase

About Us
Career Launcher, since its inception in 1995, has helped
lakhs of students prepare for various undergraduate and
postgraduate entrance exams.

For instance, in Mathematics,
students are exposed to
Algebra, Geometry, etc., and in
Science, they learn about topics
like force and motion.

Career Launcher has emphasized on academic excellence,
technological innovation, and expertise to work towards its
core objective of enabling students to realize their potential
and making their dreams come true.
Our proven track record in Engineering, Medical,
Management, Civil Services, Law, etc., makes us the
preferred choice of students across the country. This year
alone, over a lakh students trusted Career Launcher with
the task of fostering their career dreams.
Our focus is only you. No wonder, we have the best
outcomes. The success of our students over the years is a
testimony to this fact. With 1200+ IITians till date, our
highly qualified faculty team has produced high rankers out
of students year after year.
Today, Career Launcher has 250+ centers, located across
100+ cities in the country. We have international presence
in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, where we offer
Engineering/Medical Test Preparation to students.
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The concepts and topics
introduced in Class IX are
further built upon in
Class X. Thus, if a student
wants to do well in
Class X, he or she has to
start focusing from Class
IX itself.

In competitive exams for
Engineering and Medicine, a
student's knowledge of the
syllabus of Classes XI & XII of
Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics,
and Biology is tested. This portion
is largely built on the
foundational topics and concepts
covered in Classes IX and X.

Our present education system, largely,
focuses on teaching the basics of various
subjects. It is only Class VIII onwards that
students are exposed to advanced concepts
and their application in real life.

Similarly, in Social Sciences, they
are taught Indian and world
history, democracy, and the laws
and principles that govern society.
As a result, the learning that starts
in Class IX forms the backbone of a
student's further education.

Similarly, in competitive exams
for Law, BBA, and HM, emphasis
is given on Aptitude, English,
Reasoning, and General
Awareness. These topics are
again largely based on the
Mathematics, English, Science,
and Social Science concepts
covered in Classes IX & X. Thus,
to do well in competitive exams
after Class XII, students need to
get serious the moment they
enter Class IX.
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Classes Ix & X: Importance of our Tuition Program
A well-known fact, which sometimes we fail to realize, is
that, for a student, Class IX can be tougher than Class X.
The shift from basics to advanced concepts can catch
many students wrong-footed; and thus, they need to be
closely guided at this turning point of their life. The only
competitive exam that students face during this crucial
period is the NTSE, which is our utmost priority.
Keeping in mind a student's requirements in Classes IX & X
today, we have developed a program to strengthen
students' knowledge base, which develops their thinking
and problem-solving skills, enhances their selfawareness, and gives them a chance to showcase their
talent. This is what is actually required in order to
overcome the new and unique challenges that Classes
IX & X bring.

For over 20 years now, Career Launcher has been the
leader in preparing students for competitive exams at the
UG and PG levels. We have guided students, with
unmatched success, for management, engineering, law,
BBA, and HM, among others.
Those who have joined us in Classes XI & XII for various
competitive exams, have secured excellent results; and
done extremely well in their respective school exams and
Boards, as well. This reflects how comprehensive and
thorough our Tuition program for school students is.

Prime Focus on Competitive Exams
The essence of a good and effective education is the
ability to apply the concepts learned in school to
real-life situations; and, thereby solve problems
effectively.
It is widely believed that the challenges of the 21st
century make it critical to encourage further development
of scientific knowledge that today's learners possess.
The NCERT is quite in line with the requirements of the

new era. It has implemented the National Talent Search
Exam (NTSE) that consists of Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) and Mental Ability Test (MAT) + Language.
Another important competitive exam during these years is
the Junior Science Olympiad (JSO), which is an
international academic competition held annually; and
the only one that covers Biology, Physics, and Chemistry
at the same time.
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Strong Foundation for
Math, Science, and various Olympiads
Focus on concepts strengthens
students' core knowledge; alongside,
use of technology to help visualize
important concepts enriches their
aptitude and scientific temperament

Engineering
Armed
Forces

Medicines
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Personality Development

Journalism

Law

A Career
Can Be
Fun

Economics

Science

Accounts

Marketing

Choose one that fits you perfectly
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Improving communication
skills, presentation skills, selfawareness, and selfdevelopment through a
structured and time-tested
program
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Comprehensive Board Coverage

Highlights
of our
Tuition
Program

Time-management and
Test-taking Skills
Mock tests, MCQ-based tests, and
their analyses impart relevant
time-management and test-taking
skills for successfully tackling
competitive exams

In-depth coverage of the
Board syllabus, along with
additional inputs for
preparation for JEE, NEET,
NTSE, KVPY, and Olympiads
with regular progress reports

3
Logical and Analytical Skills
Enhancing students' reasoning and
thinking skills, to help them solve
complex problems easily and
confidently
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Our Classroom Program (2019-20)
Career Launcher helped
me in each and every
aspect to build a strong
foundation for a great
career ahead.

1-year Integrated Program for Class IX/X
Batches start: April, May & June
v
v
v
v

250+ hours of classroom teaching for
syllabus completion
Focus on individual student's
performance & learning curve
Min. 100 additional hours (avg.) of
doubt-solving sessions with mentors
100+ hours of tests & evaluation
Ÿ 8 Chapter Tests
Ÿ 15 Board Mock Tests
Ÿ 2 NTSE Mock Tests
Ÿ 7 Part-Syllabus Tests
Ÿ Weekly Tests

Curriculum
Our 1-year Integrated Program broadly
follows the CBSE syllabus. This is in
conjunction with additional topics that are
important from the perspective of the
syllabus prescribed for NTSE/Olympiads. In
c a s e o f c h a n g e s i n a ny c o m p e t i t ive
exam/Boards, the same is incorporated in our
curriculum and session plans.

National Talent Search
Examination (NTSE)
NTSE, conducted for students studying in Class X,
was started by NCERT to identify and nurture
talented students, and award them scholarships.
The examination is conducted every year at two
levels: Stage-I (State level) and Stage-II (National
level). Around 9,00,000 to 10,00,000 students
appear for Stage-I exam every year, out of which
about 5,000 are selected for Stage-II. Of these
5,000, only 1,000 students are chosen for the
scholarship.
Eligibility
v Class X students with 60% marks in Class IX
are eligible for Stage-I
v Candidates with more than 80% marks in
Stage-I would be eligible for Stage-II
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Balance between
Board & NTSE/Olympiads

I am thankful to Career
Launcher for guiding me
in the Medical entrance
admissions, besides
preparing me with focused
study material & tests.

Kanishk Agarwal
(AIR 1648) IIT Roorkee

v
v

The primary aim of this phase is to cover a major portion of the Class
IX/X syllabus at the level relevant for schools. Thus, it is ensured that
the student performs exceedingly well in the school exams.
Support for Board/school exam in the last few months of Class IX/X
with Revision Sessions, Board Mock Tests, and Doubt Sessions
Board papers are usually designed keeping in mind the intellect of an
average student, whereas, NTSE is conducted with an endeavor to
reward students with high intellect. The aim of NTSE is to identify
exceptionally talented students, who will gain further recognition as
the nation's asset. Failure to do justice to both is a common concern.
However, with meticulous planning & persistence, one can definitely
strike a balance between the two.

Olympiads
The Science Olympiad Foundation conducts exams for different subjects,
like the International Maths Olympiad (IMO), National Science Olympiad
(NSO), National Cyber Olympiad (NCO), and the International English
Olympiad (IEO). Students who clear the national stages are awarded
scholarships, as well as an opportunity to represent their country at the
international stage.

Snigdha Basu
(NTSE Qualified)

I would like to express
my heartfelt gratitude
to the faculty of Career
Launcher.
Shubhangi Mishra

Anjali
AIIMS, MBBS

Our Class X Board Achievers

Foundation Phase (Initial 6 months)
v

The constant support
provided here helped
me in its truest sense.

Snigdha Basu

Vabita Joshi

99.40%

99.20%

Garima Mahaur

Jatin Sharma

94.70%

94.50%

Manant Tyagi

Akriti Pathak

92.50%

92.40%

Varun Kumar

Harshit Asthana

Shubhangi Mishra

Nimis Sharma

Aditya Jamwal

96.50%

96%

Manas Rawat

Simran Jain

Pranay Mathur

93.80%

93.40%

Shreya Jain

Sanya Singh

Ishita Shukla

92%

92%

Aditi Goel

Jitender Singh

Mayank Jonwal

98.80%

94%

92%

Mayank Sharma

Jayati Mishra

96%

95.40%

Harshita Pant

Swasti Gautam

93%

93%

Rahul Aditya

Himank Varshney

92%

91.60%

Harshvardhan

Parth Puneet

Highlights
Mode of exam

Offline

Medium

English & Hindi

Duration

2 hours

Sections

2 (Mental Ability Test & Scholastic
Aptitude Test)

91.50%

91.30%

91.05%

91%

91%

91%

90.20%

...and many more!

Rahul Bansal

90.20%

Shrishti Arora

90.14%

Anubhav Singh

90%

Aditya Singh

90%

Kshitij Rawat

90%
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